Even more Tracery tricks

Use Tracery with Twine with Matthew Balousek's port

It's right here: http://twinecrecy.juegos/

Include HTML links, images, emoji, and animated gifs

```
catURL: ["kitten1.jpg", "kitten2.jpg", "kitten3.jpg", "kitten4.jpg"],
catPlc: ['<img src="#catURL#' />'],
clickMeLink: ['<a href="#xkcd.com">Click this!</a>'],
emoji: ["🚀", "🌸", "🍣", "🌙", "👏", "💄"],
compliment: ['<b>Hey #person#</b> You got me feeling #emoji###emoji #']
```

Make SVG graphics with Tracery

SVG is just another kind of HTML, but it renders as sweet graphics. That means you can make a (really unreadable) grammar that produces valid SVG code, and a browser will render it as art!

Here's a starfield generator:

```
digit: ['1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8'],
place: ['#digit#digit#'],
star: ['<circle fill="#FFFFF" cx="#place#" cy="#place#" r="#digit#'],
circles: ['<circle2##star2##star2##star2##star2##star2##star2##star2#'],
origin: '<svg width="256" height="256">&circles;</svg>',
```

But eventually, you can build up to wacky stuff, like procedural socks and spaceships and flowers.

Tracery can even create music if you have a text-based music format like ABC notation and a way to play it. **Hazardous fun: create Javascript syntax with Tracery, run it with `eval`!**

Procedural banter for Dietrich
Squinkifer's Interruption Junction

 THAT REMINDS ME OF WHEN I WAS AT THE PERSIAN-JOSHI PUB WITH...

Make generative text for NPC dialog, gameplay collectables, twitterbots, music and more

Generated recipes for a hipster restaurant management sim
Getting started with Tracery

Tracery is a templating language a way to take a piece of text with some tags in it like:

"I have a pet #someAnimal#. It is very #adjective#."

And replace the text between two hashtags ("#someAnimal#") with a replacement rule ("emur") to create:

"I have a pet crocodile. It is very precious."

Rules can add tags, so you can create text that expands a bit at a time.

"story": "I walked to the bar and ordered a "#drink#."
"drink": ["coffee", "tea", "water", "espresso", "mocha", "vodka", "waterfall", "vanilla"]